October 31, 2013
Mitchell Joint Session Participants …

It was a great pleasure to embed for a brief time in Mitchell. Despite agrarian trends, we suggest
that Mitchell is in a driver’s seat of sorts. Your industry is robust, your educational community a
stimulating flow of ideas. Your retail evolution over the recent decade is, frankly, stunning.
It is easy to miss change when you are immersed in it; to not see improvement all around you.
Some may be disenchanted, needlessly, we believe.
Concerns voiced in our panel session were clear. Ideas for growth and improvement were
relevant and actionable.
As you look through the following pages—particularly the word clouds—you will see one word
cropping up again and again: “Community.” That was my personal take-away. You strive to
come together as Community in meaningful dialog and action.
Consensual steps now lie before you. The rest is up to you.
We wish you the very best!
Sincerely,

John Fiksdal MBA, President
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Program Overview
The Mitchell Area Development Corporation, the Mitchell Area Chamber of Commerce
and the Mitchel Convention and Visitor’s Bureau, along with city government assembled their
leadership teams to find consensus on approaches to solving broad development/growth issues
challenging Mitchell.
Prior to a plenary joint session of the organizations’ leadership, 23 participants
undertook an online survey, intended to introduce discussion topics and to orient the group as
to focus of discourse. For an overview of responses to the survey, see Appendix A.
The program began with an evening “city tour” viewing Mitchell from different
perspectives, including that of tourists, retail and new home shoppers, and visitors. The tour
demonstrated diversity of life across all strata. Participants made notes regarding messages they
perceived from the view of the city with “fresh” eyes.
On the following morning, the group met for a day-long, guided discussion. Media One®
President John Fiksdal was retained to facilitate the panel with the assistance of Media One®
Director of Media Services Anne Eidem.
The morning session explored attitudes and concerns across a broad, free-association
range of topics; a literal mind-stream of thoughts interconnected only by interplay among
attendees. Focus was directed toward encompassing, strategic views. The session concluded
with a laundry-list of interests for further exploration.
The afternoon session discussed the morning’s list of ideas and the group brainstormed
tactics and action-oriented options to move process forward.

Wednesday: The Bus Tour
Participants were encouraged to see Mitchell afresh; to view the city through the eyes
of a newcomer. Each was given a small tablet on which to record ideas generated by the
experience of the tour and thoughts triggered from the perspective of 2 questions:
1. “What messages are we sending?”
2. “What messages should we be sending?”
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These comments and ideas were on display for viewing by participants on the following
day. Selected comments provided fuel for discussion. For a complete listing of bus tour
comments, see Appendix B.

Thursday morning: Define Scope of Discussion
Early comments covered thoughts generated by the bus tour and a flow of thoughts
allowing each participant an opportunity to inject their positive ideas and their concerns about
how the community goes about improvements in the community-at-large.
Answers to the “bus tour” questions reflected common concerns. Notes about messages
being sent tended toward the negative (with exceptions) the most prominent of which
mentioned a sense of confusion; mixed messages about retail vs. industrial vs. agricultural
cultural bases. Entrances to the city are seen to be confusing or non-descript, seemingly lost
opportunity. Routes to the Corn Palace wander through areas of differing character and
industrial focus, and the “signed” and suggested routes are countered by GPS-suggested roads.
Downtown, though growing and vital, is understated.
Positively, people were moved by the growth taking place in their city. Many were
struck by diversity, and most felt that those areas that could be viewed as negative were, in fact,
not unexpected in any town. The southern business growth area is impressive.
It was in bus tour quotes that the word “community” began to crop up with regularity.
As discussion continued, common themes emerged. Some felt that Corn Palace imagery
was misleading in its dominance. Often spoken were concerns about appealing to employable
youth in a market with only 2.9% unemployment. Housing is an issue, with supply trailing
demand. These issues combined exacerbate the “employment paradox”—which comes first,
jobs or an inventory of employables?
Frustration was expressed that potentially powerful assets—employers, the city’s higher
education community, city government and the community-at-large—do not coordinate to an
effective degree.
As conversations turned toward strategies that could lead to improvement, stakeholder
groups and potential targets emerged. Many agreed that much work needed to be done to
affect change among residents. Current businesses, potential worker/residents and businesses
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with intent to re-locate could be coalesced with a clear vision of Mitchell’s current and future
direction.
Strategies Identified:
Create an environment to encourage growth in available employees
for existing and future job opportunities.
Encourage business/education synergy.
Build a common sense of community understanding and
confidence.
Create a clear and appropriate identity, redefining Mitchell as a
growing technical and industrial powerhouse with “get-it-done”
agricultural roots.
Grow export business:
o by facilitating existing employers’ growth
o by promoting existing export retail, and
o by assisting in the establishment of new export
businesses.

Thursday afternoon: Action Steps And Ongoing Initiatives
Following a break for lunch, the panel reassembled to tackle specific action that could
be taken to accomplish strategies outlined in the morning session. The session began with oneword descriptions that first came to mind among participants. See Appendix C.
After discussing what “meaningful outcomes” would mean, the following potential
action steps were identified.
ACTION STEPS
Define a Mitchell brand. The creation of fresh imagery and an
appropriate positioning statement for Mitchell would help in nearly all areas
and among all stakeholders, and nurture community self-esteem. Ideally, as a
brand Mitchell should make a statement and call for action. Unite the
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community in common understanding of the heritage that has brought Mitchell
to the reality of its strong growth and exceptional potential; build pride.
A part of the branding process, put the Corn Palace into proper
perspective. It is unusual for any community to possess an internationallyrecognized icon. Help the community realize its unique, story-telling potential,
and its wonderful backstory about the community’s roots in agriculture. Utilize
the Corn Palace as a “hub”—a vehicle—for messages of focus and
determination.
Clarify and beautify entrance points and routes. Consider practical
opportunities for community projects to better embrace visitors. Upgrade the
Visitor Center.
Streamline and optimize Mitchell’s online presence. Presently,
searches return mixed if not conflicting results. A strategic effort that provides
well-defined responses would allow interested parties a clear vision of
Mitchell’s history, characteristics, vision, and resources.
ONGOING INITIATIVES
Foster collaboration. Leverage existing, or create a forum for ongoing
interaction among various stakeholder groups. The realization that Mitchell is a
“college town” is itself empowering. Bring assets together to accomplish, in
particular, on employment recruitment and retention.
Work together on employment concerns. See “Foster
Collaboration,” above. Directly identify viable recruitment channels and pool
branded efforts to maximize frequency, reach and overall impact. Create
employment outreach opportunities in neighboring communities. Numerous
tactics emerged for consideration. See Appendix D.
Quantify and address housing needs. Outline opportunities for
converting current assets into workable, financially attractive opportunities.
Stated example: loft apartments above businesses downtown for younger
employees and singles.
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Enabling Action: No “Death by Task Force”
The final segment of the discussion was about moving from thoughts and words to
meaningful action. Participants were experienced, active citizen-leaders; all have “been there”
before, and know that collaboration’s greatest challenge is in execution.
These steps are recommended:
Secure the commitment to action from the leadership of each entity.
Form a Task Force SWAT Team from among the stakeholder groups.
Review and prioritize the strategies outlined above.
Come to agreement on tactics – specific steps.
Set practical dates for each action step initiation and completion.
Identify Executives for each tactic. “Executive” as in …
Execute.
Your facilitator has seen positive results from teams that have followed this formula:
1. Each session must begin with a clear statement of session outcomes;
deliverables, e.g. list of action steps, list of actors, proposed budget, etc.
All sessions must record minutes to be distributed shortly thereafter.
Outlined action steps from the last session must be reviewed.
2. Each tactic must be supported by answers to the following questions,
each of which may be the results of subsequent sessions:
How does this action meet our strategy?
How will we accomplish it?
How much will it cost?
Where can we find these funds? (Look in unlikely places. Who will
benefit?)
Who may we engage to execute?
How do we close the loop? Management function “control.”
3. All sessions must end with a clear summary: what did we decide? What
steps will be taken? What’s next?
Attention to these details will greatly increase the likelihood of meaningful action.
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Appendix A: Online Survey Responses
Primary Objective

Community Economic Future Great Place
Residents

Vision
Let people know that Mitchell is a great place to live and work.
To let people know we are a city of opportunities, with a strong work ethic.
Bring more people to Mitchell as permanent residents.
Be known for more than the Corn Palace; Tech, manufacturing, healthcare, back office,
etc.
I would like some action items.
Understand how those from outside of Mitchell view our community. If accurate, good
or bad? what can we do to change this, if needed? Promote our positives.
I want to have a clear vision as to where we are headed and what we want to be.
Establish an environment where community prosperity is available to all.
Generate strategies (with metrics, timelines, and benchmarks) for strengthening the
economic vitality and quality of life for Mitchell residents and external audiences.
Visitor Center
POSITIVE VISUAL PERCEPTIONS
Bringing the whole community together to present the absolute best appearance,
services, and commitment to anyone who comes to our city.
Job growth
To help move Mitchell from just a perceived tourist town to a town that is innovative,
modern and inviting.
We need to first answer who we are and what do we want to be in the future. Before
we can guide or influence opinions outside of the area, we need to cast a vision for
Mitchell and actively work to make that vision happen.
Working together as a community.
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We want to create a sense of forward progress, community and a feeling that Mitchell is
a great place to work, live and play.
I want the people of Mitchell to feel a sense of pride in and of our community and I
want that to be evident to every person that steps foot in our city.
Develop direction / actions to be taken to grow Mitchell.
Focus the city on learning from the economic study by Dr Brown on how to improve the
Mitchell economy.
Map out the future of what Mitchell should look like in 20 - 25 years
Better community wide communication regarding our strengths and our points of
differentiation.
Attract talented employees to the Mitchell Area.
Secondary Objective

Accomplish Business Community Forward

Mitchell

Quality

Promote activities that will accomplish the above.
To encourage people to put their personal agendas aside and pull together as a
community. For example: Encourage a common theme, if its city clean up, then lets
focus as a TEAM.
Bring more business and industry to Mitchell.
Great place to do business and a great place to live
Quality discussion and general consensus.
Change the perception that Mitchell is 7-10 years behind other larger communities in
eastern SD.
POSITIVE "CAN DO" ATTITUDE........"we can do it NOW"
Housing availability
community objective where do we want to be
What are the supporting strategies to accomplish the primary objective.
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Learn from the Smart 21 experience how the City and County can partner with other
organizations to move Mitchell forward.
Attract a quality workforce
A singular, solid message that will build pride and forward thinking.
Primary Target

Business Community Considering Growth
Leaders

Move to Mitchell Potential

Younger generation to locate in Mitchell
Community
People considering relocating to Mitchell.
Site selectors, business recruiters, business leaders, trade publications
New employees who will move to Mitchell
businesses, families, moderate to higher incomes
Business owners and chamber members.
News media in Sioux Falls with positive stories of Mitchell's prosperity and continued
growth
Members of our community
Tourists, Visitors, Clients, Customers
Everyone. Educated professionals, youth, educators...anyone to contribute to the
growth of this city.
Growth businesses
First, our own residents and merchants. After that, reaching outward to potential
employers.
Ages 16 - 25, currently/formerly from the area (set the foundation)
everybody within the community and surrounding area
The potential workforce candidates--both those currently living here and those
considering moving here.
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people that live here and visit here
Business community.
City political leaders.
South Dakotans who have left the state to work
Work force--all levels. Internal consumers.
Those employees that have a reason to move to Mitchell for more than just a job.
Secondary Target

Businesses Citizens

Community Media Mitchell

Anyone interested in employment opportunities
Region
People considering moving businesses to Mitchell.
skilled workers, families
Our own community
Local media outlets and social media which are filled with positive stories about
Mitchell.
Prospective members of our community
potential residents
Support businesses
Job Seekers, Post College - 40yo,
Our own citizens. In many ways, it is our own citizenry that holds back this community
and this has to change if we are ever to create a feeling of a progressive community.
employers and business people that work here
All citizens in the metro area.
Paper, so they understand what is really important and help the general population
understand how to move Mitchell forward.
Current SD students
External customers: media and public.
Those employees that want to call Mitchell home.
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Our Consumers' Current Attitudes

Community Corn Palace Mitchell
Locals

Sioux Falls Think
No jobs available and limited quality of life
That we meet often but seldom execute
They value our shopping opportunities but know that Sioux Falls and the Internet are
viable and often times better options.
Nice place, nothing special
We are the Corn Palace city.
I think they wonder what the chamber actually does for them, and if they helping grow
current businesses
Locals believe we are doing fine because we haven't experienced the closing of
businesses or the shrinking of school enrollments.
Appreciate our friendly, small town community May go to Sioux Falls for specialized
needs, products etc. Issues with inability to collaborate among different entities in the
community "If it isn't broke, why bother to fix it" Difficulty adopting innovation or
change
We are an Oasis in a isolated region
I believe they think we are a small, dirty little town off the interstate with not much to
offer in-town. They see Cabela’s and think that is all that we have. How do we let
everyone know of ALL of services we have to offer in this city?
Locals are a bit negative and don’t trust leadership
That the Chamber is reactive and not active. And that Mitchell is a bit sleepy and ag- and
tourism-centric.
***I'm assuming this means Mitchell, not my business*** In a single term, I'd define
the attitude as apathetic. We are not Sioux Falls, nor do we want to be. We have it OK not good or great, just OK. We have access to services, we'd like access to more, but
don't want to pay for them. Etc...
not always part of community
Generally, I believe they have a good but not great opinion of Mitchell.
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They think we are a progressive community based off of what they see on the interstate
and the by-pass.
Generally, citizens would like to see growth and improvement in Mitchell and look to
the business and local government leaders to provide the way forward.
Mostly don't understand what we do or why.
Small smart community
Centered on Corn Palace. Have a strong athletic reputation. Some opposition to change.
We are hard workers willing to go the extra mile.
Other Parties' Current Attitudes

Community Corn Palace Mitchell Perceptions
Town

Corn Palace city
That they compete with us.
Unsure of the meaning of 'other parties'.
All we are is a small town with a Corn Palace gimmick
Small, not a lot of opportunity, basketball and music; quality education at all levels
The same as above
Those from Sioux Falls, Brookings, Pierre, Yankton, etc. continue to believe that
Mitchell's success is tied to their image of the community via the interstate corridor.
DWU and MTI have enhanced this image will new buildings and publicity campaigns.
Perceptions of lack of cooperation Not progressive or innovative
We are the Siberia of the USA
We need to work better TOGETHER at promoting all of us
Outside of Mitchell - they think Mitchell is on track and doing great things
Probably the same as No 5
***I'm assuming this means Mitchell, not my business*** we’re often a second
thought. People seemed to not have strong feelings (good or bad) about the
community.
no direction
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I believe that the recruiting of a workforce from outside of the community is impacted
to a large degree by the perception of the community being a small, ordinary agriculture
community with not much to do here.
They do not feel a sense of pride because of the way some of our properties and
businesses are taken care of.
Mitchell is fine just as it is, no change required.
Don't understand the concept of how important it is to bring new money into the
community to improve retail sales.
Nice clean town
I'm not sure about the 'gap' between our strengths and potential visitors perceptions.
Those in Mitchell believe we are a troubled company. Those outside of Mitchell have no
opinion.
Our Consumers' Desired Attitude

Community

Forward

Mitchell Place Serve Town

That Mitchell has many opportunities and is a great place to live.
That we desire constant upgrades and betterment
Mitchell is the preferred place to shop.
This is a vibrant, community that is more than a Corn Palace. It is a community, that
with strong and appropriate investments in infrastructure and quality of life, and be a
model for how small town America can survive and thrive.
Lots going on, a great place to live.
That we have a clear direction that we are moving in and we are progressive thinkers
and looking for the best way to serve the community
Mitchell is a great community to work, play, raise a family, spend a career or lifetime.
Strong quality of life Vital and meaningful jobs Collaborative, forward thinking
community
We have what you need
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Beautiful and cleaned up town, friendly, good people...GOOD QUALITY services /
products
Trust
That the chamber and Mitchell are both aggressive and progressive, and that there are
set plans in place.
***Assuming this means Mitchell, not my business*** We need to instill passion in our
consumer base, make people care and give them a reason to do so.
working together as a community
That you can get almost anything you want at a competitive price in Mitchell, and, by
the way, while we are there we can do or see....... Additionally, I like to spend time in
Mitchell because it is really a neat place to relax and socialize.
Progressive and looks like a nice place to live.
We the business and local government leaders have a plan to move forward.
We are doing the right things to improve Mitchell.
Hard working community with a lot to offer
Strong center of education; good location; good recreational opportunities; great
museums; good place to retire.
That we are here to serve their needs.
Attitude Desired of Other Parties

Activities

Community Great

Place

Change imager of only having the Corn Palace, but much more
That we are the HUB of all activities promoting the greater good
Again, unsure of 'other parties' definition.
This is a vibrant, growing community that is a great place for business growth and
expansion and a great place for their workforce to live.
Local would be focused on the positive attributes of the community rather than on the
negative attributes.
Same as above
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What a great place to find what I am looking for
envy
Same as No 7
not sure
Wow! Was I impressed by how cool that town really is. The feeling one gets in that
community is that there are great places to relax and socialize and things to do for both
myself and my family. The jobs are plentiful with decent pay, the school system is first
class, there are opportunities for higher education, and there are all kinds of activities
and events.
Same answer as number 7.
Same.
Great place to retire or raise a family
Get over 'it's always been this way'. Stop standing in the way of progressive suggestions.

Our Consumers' Desired Action

Invest Live

Mitchell Shop

Move to Mitchell
Believe in us
Shopping in Mitchell as much as possible.
Locally, be supportive of opportunities to invest in projects that improve our
appearance and quality of life. The "No" crowd should not control our future potential.
Move to Mitchell, seek employment in Mitchell
Demonstrate Community Pride and recruit their family members to return to Mitchell.
Choose to live and contribute to the vitality of the community
Rely on finding what they desire in Mitchell
Shop here, live here, spend money here...they don't need to go to Sioux Falls to shop
Get involved
Shop Mitchell. Set up shop in Mitchell. Help Mitchell prepare for the future.
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Buy in / get on board
not sure
Spend more time and money in Mitchell and talk positively about us to their friends
outside of Mitchell.
Change the attitude that change is a bad thing. Make them feel like a tax increase for
the right reason is not a bad thing.
Participation
Make good decisions to improve Mitchell.
Merchandise at a reasonable cost
Be more like Brookings!
Continue to invest in the services that we provide us for the long haul.
Action Desired of Other Parties

Great Place

Mitchell

Move to Mitchell
To assist
Unsure.
To consider Mitchell as a great place to locate their business.
Provide them opportunities to feel good about the community and share the good news
with others outside our community
Choose to relocate to Mitchell
What a great place to Visit, Work, Shop and Live
move to Mitchell
Talk about Mitchell, form an opinion
not sure
Move to Mitchell or decide to come to Mitchell more for shopping or events.
Understand and support the politician when they make good decisions.
Target
Get informed. Think about future.
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Look to invest in the services that we could provide for them.
Our Primary Promise

Community Mitchell Place Repeat
Many and varied job opportunities
To be the hub for great direction
Create an increasingly diverse shopping opportunity.
Our community has had great company/employer success, and yours can too.
You will be welcomed and find this a great place to live and work.
Building a Better World - embracing people's passion
Not sure?
We can do that
Stress all of the services/products we do have here...our own residents are our best
customers. If they aren't referring each other to use in-town business, there's no hope.
Why spend $50 in gas $ and 2 hours driving to and from SF when they can get the same
thing here???
That we will walk the talk.
Show them that plans are in place.
Life can be better in Mitchell, for everybody, but it is a team sport. The community
needs our help, our support and our ideas to be the best possible version of itself. That
support and those ideas will make Mitchell a better place to call home, a better place to
raise a family and a better place to retire.
Try to work together and build a relationship with entire community
You will like Mitchell!
We have a great town with great schools, great secondary education, great
manufacturing and "smart 21" businesses.
Develop a plan like Focus 2020, but stick to it.
We must constantly repeat the lessons we learned from Dr Browns study to educate the
leaders, press then the citizens.
We will work to effectively achieve goals
It hell is a great place to live, work, play, and study.
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We will do whatever it takes to make you a satisfied customer so that you will be a
repeat customer.
Our Secondary Promise

Mitchell

Quality of Life

Great quality of life
That we intend to execute as a unified body and we will get it done
Create an environment in which Mitchell is also a destination for other activities.
Technically advanced coupled with quality of life.
Showcasing Agriculture's past, present and future
Not sure?
Sit back, relax, we'll handle that for you
that we have the best interest in mind for our community
We're going to take that input and ideas to start getting better today. And we're going
to make it better tomorrow too, and every day after.
look at certain areas of Mitchell and improve
You can create a great life for you and your family in Mitchell.
Our citizens have a very distorted view of what is important to Mitchell based on what
they have heard for the last 100 years. How can we expect good decisions without
education?
Progressive city
We honor our agricultural background and celebrate it through the CP and our
numerous museums.
If you are not satisfied with the service we provide I want you to call me direct at
anytime so that I can get it addressed.
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SUPPORT: What is absolutely necessary to reinforce this?

Community
Publicity
Belief in the leadership
Unsure.
Money. A willingness to invest in our community.
A commitment by the informal leaders of this community.
A marketing campaign based on our community/regional strengths and telling a story
that invokes pride among the locals and solicits people to join our efforts to build off our
core values.
Not sure
Everyone is looking for ways to make their lives easier, less complicated......to be as
professional as possible at alleviating others stress
Loyalty program...we all need to promote this together
Positive reinforcement from all media sources
Solid plans. Communication.
Broad participation with input from all segments of the community. Action that starts
early and continues through the process to serve as a reminder. Transparency
throughout.
not sure
We need to persuade our own citizens that Mitchell is a great place to live and that they
need to invest to clean up the community, dress up the heart of town and encourage
more development.
community support
Detailed planning, assignments, execution of plan.
We need a message that is constantly repeated until the general public understands.
Cooperation with all entities: Business, City, County, Chamber
Community buy-in.
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PERSONALITY: What kind of feeling do we want to leave someone with?

Community Energized Mitchell Positive
Quality of Life

Town

Opportunity
One of confidence
The Mitchell is a smart, progressive community with many different opportunities for
shopping and other activities.
This is an amazing community and I want to share this fact with others.
Positive, hip, fun, energized
I want people to feel like we help individuals and companies make the most of talent.
We're part of the team. I want people to feel energized, focused and aligned, resulting
in sustainable acceleration of processes, reduction in waste, and growth of profits.
Progressive community committed to quality of life, strengthening the labor force, and
innovation
That's pretty obvious....what do you want?
Satisfaction, loyalty, surprise at the over-the-top quality/service
that they can trust their future and their families future to community leadership
The
This is my town, this is what I love about it, this is who we are.
We are all the same and working together to better Mitchell
That Mitchell is a great little town and I wouldn't mind living here.
a positive feeling
We have a great community that can be even better.
We have a great city that can be so much more if we focus on important projects that
improve Mitchell's economy and quality of life.
Business oriented
Pride--we are proud of our community.
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If possible, should this conform to an existing campaign?

No

CAMPAIGN ELEMENTS: If
possible, should this conform to
an existing campaign?
Yes

0.00%

20.00%

40.00%

60.00%

80.00%

14 – Total Responses
9 – Yes = 69.29%
5 – No = 35.71%
Comments:
Unsure.
I believe collaborating with revved up, forward-focused corporate leaders who know
where they’re going next. Together we create and strategically position vibrant career
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marketing communications that differentiate their unique value proposition and the
community's commitment allows us to separate from their/our competition.
People like to be attended to....pampered, even coddled
It needs to be fresh and new
There are campaigns and efforts underway that very well could and should be included,
but this feels bigger to me.
We don't have an existing campaign!
not sure what we have to draw from.
Focus 2020
The retailers in Mitchell should understand that bringing new money and People to
Mitchell is far more important to them than spending money a down town park. A park
may look nice but without more customers and customers with more money the sales
will not increase.
Continue to bring back young families

COMPETITION: Who are we up against?

Aberdeen Jobs

Mitchell

Sioux Falls

Sioux Falls and other larger Midwestern cities
Other cities
Sioux Falls, the Internet, Chamberlain. (Huron? Water park?)
Sioux Falls, Minneapolis, Fargo, Omaha
Any other community that has jobs and not enough workers
Ourselves.
Other regional communities (Yankton, Aberdeen, Brookings, Sioux Falls)
Your competition
Sioux Falls Sanford - they take their patients back to SF...they don't support Mitchell
Ourselves. If we get it right we become a magnet
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Other cities. Other tourism destinations.
Mitchell vs. Everybody
Each other
Ourselves primarily!! While we can blame Sioux Falls, there are plenty of people in this
State and nation that would rather live in a great little town that has jobs, is clean and
neat and gives off a feeling of really being a great place to live--we simply have to get
ourselves to believe in ourselves and see ourselves through other's eyes.
ever other city our size and the general public
Watertown, Aberdeen, Pierre
No comment
Sioux Falls and Minneapolis
Brookings. Aberdeen. Yankton. And in a different way--Sioux Falls.
CAVEATS: Is there anything we should be aware of that would impact our decisions?

Community Mind

Think

Cost
Our own fears
None that jump to mind.
Can't think of anything
People who perceive the glass as half-empty rather than half-full. People with stinkin
thinkin.
You can't always give someone what they desire
I am reminded that every business claims the best customer service, the best work
environment, the best wage / benefit and some will go to great lengths in trying to
convince that to be the case. I believe that it is good to have a campaign to keep
everyone on the same page but at the end of the day we must walk the talk and talk
less. When a community (public and private) are working the same game plan those
that live and work in our community will do our advertising.
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We have a semi-silent, overly-cranky majority in this community. Profile the different
elements in that group and look for ways to engage them in the process.
not sure
Yes, we have already learned that we can't force top down actions but have to get the
right "shakers and movers" at the grass roots level to be activists.
Keep in mind that things we think are great ideas and great programs may or may not
be viewed that way by others.
There is a critical mass of conservative nay-sayers who have pushed a lot of common
sense moves to referendum defeats
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Appendix B: “Bus Tour” Comments
1. What messages are we sending?
Sports minded community
7th street Corn Palace
Older looking town
Run down signage
Buildings need some updating
Downtown is deteriorating
Railroad district
Rundown area
Trailer court right next to it (2 sides)
Low income and poor
Big hospital
No defined zoning
Tourist trap
Old hotels/Motels
Old area run down all the way to Main Street
Cannot see Corn Palace like you do on 7th
Yellow and black signage spells cheap
Eyesore=happy chef/the old Hardee’s empty building
We are a Wal-Mart town
Ag/commercial are at once mixed use
Retail center growth/construction/hi-speed interior/hunting
Entrance into city on west side needs improvement
Lots of trailers made and sold
Some Main Street storefronts are faded and outdated
Exit 332 from Interstate – MTI = WOW
North on Burr = Huh? Empty lots/businesses
South on Burr = WOW
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Multiple personalities
Looks industrial/blue collar
We are a farm community
Hitchcock = Amazing
Area = huh?
We are a growing, clean, quiet community
Hitchcock Park – great park/family area
Surrounding housing could use work, promote area to young growing families
Round building at old MTI=eyesore
Corn palace motel=bad
Junkyard by Shorty’s
Sanborn has multiple personalities
Exit 330 building boom/dirty
Railroad – older/rundown/junky/typical area by R.R.
Farming Community
Lots of storage
Newer homes
We are a stopover community
Interstate state entrance area off of #330 is cold
Bypass area is neat and clean by baseball fields
Old looking
Industrial
South side very clean
West Exit-not bad-trailer sale not appealing
West of Holmen not nice-gravel roads-country
Caldwell complex-nice
Adequate Main Street
Hitchcock – great
North Side – horrible
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East entrance-just ok
Too many unoccupied buildings
Sports complex a big plus
Main street needs facelift
Tired main street
Cabela’s and S Side of Interstate giving an impression of progressive growth
Softball complex great for families
Business Center
Either exit north is a bit sad, south is fun or industrial. Too many outdated
lodging places
Friendly but small
New development
Improved roads and streets
Area around parks needs improvement. Trailer parks!
Interstate East View – A place to be-up and coming
We all look independently-we like our industrial parks and other businesses to
all look like individuals, not like a cohesive, planned industrial park/business
development
South of interstate – Growth
Need to push technology on north side of town – celebrate tech
Feels like we are pushing tourists away from main street
We are not concerned about beautifying our city entrances
Nice park, nice pool, too bad there’s a trailer park here, old and trashy
Nice hospital
Old high school
It’s hard to get to the Corn Palace!!!
Deteriorating downtown, no theme
Some neat old buildings
Where is the palace?
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Scary Drive
Right message so far, good message, look at their high school, needs to be
modernized.
Wow- nice town
Mom, can we stop at Cabela’s?
I’m impressed lots of traffic for a small town
No tar roads
20 minutes into tour, still no negative comments
We are a progressive community
We are a growing community
We have a lot to offer
Quality of life
o 2 colleges
o 2 golf courses
o Lake
o Airport
o Hunting/fishing
o Museums
We are blue collar
Up I-90 hill I don’t know there is a town
Feels industrial along I-90
Mitchell has some very pretty parks and historic housing areas
We are a railroad town-or at least it’s easy to spot trains and tracks!
Burr Street: we are very tourist/transient oriented
Downtown is mostly quaint with a few eyesores
We value athletics-evidence: good looking facilities/fields
Mitchell has many main drags
We are growing and building
Approach to east side of Mitchell on I-90 is pleasant, MTI!!
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Exit 332 not best impression
Visitors “hut”
Mixed zoning
Hitchcock park real asset – surrounded by crap!
Visitor center speaks small town
Road Construction, Road Construction, Road Construction LOL!
Hotel mania- we are a stop over town
Medical expansion-lots of older people
Empty businesses say we can’t support your business
Very ag related
Lots of apartments and storage units currently being built
Not super clean, mediocre
Cabela’s Prominent
Not a pleasant entrance on west side (I-90 North)
W 3rd seedy, junk cars
Sports area very nice
Older sections of town have some nice houses next to houses needing repair
Ash street seedy areas
We have given up on our down town
Railroad=cement, industrial, cold
Progressive town
More trailer park must be a low income area
1 golf course
Lots of building on left –MTI
Run down corner entry Mitchell
Hunters
Industry in lots of areas
Nice areas, but not much of it
More sports
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Industry next to school?
How safe is it north to school?
Camping
Big buildings, what do they do?
Mixed messages; good looking places next to run down places
Negativity on progress as in capital street uproar
7th street not a welcoming entrance to down town
It’s very easy to pass by on the interstate or whip around town on the bypass
without stopping anywhere
Traffic issues-single lane seems congested in areas
We are a manufacturing community
MTI impressive image
Exit 332 not so much
Let’s do roundabouts on Burr street re-do
Good, new motels along I-90
Cabela's, hunting
Big industry, Trail king
2nd gateway not as attractive/welcoming
1st gateway north side not great either (exit 332)
North Hwy37 is our prettiest entry

2. What messages should we be sending?
Opportunity
Industrial development areas should be more exciting or encouraging
Highlight technology and all the great substantial business
CP trip = boring
Pockets of wealth and good neighborhoods then bad areas
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Be more welcoming, warm, have a conversation with people. Tired? Hungry?
Etc.
Growing industry and development
Message we are sending on outskirts of town are that this is a dumpy town
Friendly but progressive
Technology, progressive and FUN!!
Way to go MTI, let’s encourage DWU to sister up
Move as much traffic on main but main street needs face lift, facade.
Downtown-humble
Shabby along RR tracks downtown
Further growth to south
Enhance entrance to west industrial park
Clean up eye sores, as possible
Would like friendly, smaller town image
We are proud of our community and make an effort to show that
Toshiba/HS area –this is the pattern to follow for design/layout
Up and coming/vibrant
Interstate entrance areas should be welcoming
Green space welcome signs, flowers, etc.
Interstate east view
The exact message to send
Low/moderate housing
Sports minded town
Vibrant main street
Business oriented
Second exit improving with recent improvements and additions
Growing community
Come to visit, plan to stay
Hidden gems=the depot, out of the way locations
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Performance pet should have better signage and become a placeholder
Be more welcoming. Main street buildings need to be fuller. Old buildings and
houses need to be cleaned up
Need to clean up and redevelop trailer parks
South side of interstate looks great with MTI and improvements
North side under utilized
Eye sore, old happy chef and visitor center
Need to update welcome sign
Housing development
Area should enhance/vice versa
Clean/green space/more welcoming
Welcome sign green area
Sports area signage
Vibrant quality of life

3. Ideas
Need a better organize trail system for bikes and walking
Community area incentives for cleanup –beautification create competition
Forge ahead with capitol street close and high school efforts – it’s progress
Stone sign lite up with Mitchell large letters
Visitor Information Center
Build excitement with CP signs
Should promote with a welcome to Mitchell sign on Hwy 38 and 37 both ways
Make street trails into greenway
Have an ordinance for properties
Clean up from parks hotel corner
Create a theme based downtown
Castle needs to be eliminated. Looks out of place
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Promote why business moves here. G.P.
Needs traffic circle
Need for affordable housing, not apartment but family housing
Enhance entrance to west industrial park
Cleanup along north side of rail line west of bypass.
Love to see more parks like Hitchcock and the one by high school – good stuff
Park, rentals on Jim River?
Annexation?
Replace with single family housing
Pursue idea to purchase land
Keep doing what we’re doing.
Work harder to zone appropriately and work on clean up
Corn palace
o Area needs improving
o More green space
o Accent natural beauty
Downtown-green space needed to improve blank lots
Thank you come again
Need trees, flowers, warmth
Sioux City has a bad smell – could we make the interstate smell like popcorn?
“We want You” billboard
Strategize plan for area development
Downtown more lipstick! Small improvements = big impact
Encourage trailer business to install asphalt road
Annex use for local moderate housing-affordable
More use-artificial grass on drake Hill
More loft apartments
Purchase trailer court
Fill downtown Buildings
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W. Edge of Coldwell complex development/improvement
Could city pick 2 major streets a year for a 10-20 year beautification plan?
Promote and improve the lake – it’s an asset. Use it.
Ordinance on storage outside of stuff (cars, boats, etc.)
Update older homes
Move Mitchell concrete to outskirts of town
Develop 7th and 8th ave into cross street
Eliminate west buildings on the way to the CP
Year round visitor Center
Start small. One area at a time.
Take advantage of the lake. Clean it up. Promote it. How many communities
would kill to have a lake in its city limits?
Clean up down town have some standards and regulations
Promote DWU/MTI more home of the TIGERS
Happy Chef eye sore
Visitor center – really??
Get rid of the dead trees along Jones
Should do this kind of tour (trivia about/graphic/develop land, $s from tax) for
interested citizens.
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Appendix C: Mitchell in One Word
Participants were asked to quickly come up with one word—perhaps the first to come to mind—
that embodies Mitchell. Duplicates were allowed.

togetherness
community
entrepreneurial
vision
home
progressive
pride
diverse
comfortable
manufacturing
blue collar
vision
safe
welcoming

inconsistency
transitioning
opportunity
comfortable
progressive
growth orientated
friendly
friendly
comfortable
home
works
comfortable
nice
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Appendix D: Action Step Ideas
Recruiting Workforce
Educate our high school students and parents for the need of a skilled workforce
Friends & Family Come Home Campaign
Alumni Lists
Parents
Integrated Internship Programs
Engage employers to embrace internships
Investigate recruiting legal immigrants
Employment Fast Track Program
Focus on careers
Reaching out to kids about potential for employment locally
Potential employment events
Aggressive recruitment online media
Recruit veterans
Expands friends & family to neighboring communities/areas
Present testimonials of those who relocated
Local resume clearing house
Mitchell Alley
Promote/Embrace progressive employment practices
Seminars
Employer’s forum
Encourage social interconnectivity
Incubator
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